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Abstract
The rapid development of online media as a major location for news consumption has stimulated a
variety of debates about how journalism is changing in the Internet era. Of particular importance
have been worries about a potential turn toward populism, whereby journalists and editors shift
away from reporting what is newsworthy to what their audience wants to hear supported by the
widespread availability of audience metrics. A wealth of ethnographic research has pointed to the
potential importance of such statistics; but little quantitative work has been conducted to test for
the existence of a relationship between audience behavior and editorial decisions. This study seeks
to fill that gap. Based on a novel data set of over 40,000 articles published in five major UK news
outlets over a period of 6 weeks, we explore the relationship between a news story’s readership and
its likelihood of being removed from the front page, based on the ‘‘most read’’ lists common to many
news websites. We find that being a most read article decreased the short-term likelihood of being
removed from the front page by around 25% and that this effect was broadly similar for both political
and entertainment news. Surprisingly, we find a considerably greater influence in ‘‘quality’’ publica-
tions than their tabloid counterparts. Our results are discussed as evidence of a still limited, but
potentially developing, turn toward online populism.
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Introduction

The news media play a crucial agenda-setting role in the political process. Through their ability to

broadcast to large, loyal audiences in a sustained manner, journalists and especially editors have the

potential, to an extent at least, to shape ‘‘political reality’’ by deciding what is and is not important

(McCombs, 2004). Hence the methods by which editors decide what stories to turn into news are a

crucial area of research for scholars of political communication. Studies of the editorial process,
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which have a long history, have typically conceptualized it in terms of a series of gatekeepers (Shoe-

maker & Vos, 2009). Journalists, often working on distinct beats, choose from a pool of potential

stories what to report to their editors; these editors then make a further selection, choosing which

stories to publish and where to publish them. It is these decisions, which then go on to affect the

broader political process. However, the developing importance of online news (Boczkowski,

2004; Paterson & Domingo, 2008) has the potential to alter this gatekeeping process in a variety

of ways. In this article, we focus in particular on the changing role of the news audience in deciding

what is news.

Although off-line editors might have had only the vaguest idea of who their audience was and

what they wanted, their online counterparts have detailed information about what articles are pop-

ular almost as soon as they are published (Anderson, 2011b; MacGregor, 2007; Napoli, 2010). The

importance of these metrics lies in the potential they have to alter the content of the news media. In

particular, many authors (along with journalists and editors themselves) have expressed concern that

they may be driving a culture, whereby newsworthy but unexciting stories make way for more atten-

tion grabbing pieces, and journalistic values as a whole are undermined by a turn toward populism.

However, despite the potential significance of audience metrics, relatively little is known about

their precise impact on the process of editorial decision making. In particular, although a variety of

ethnographic and survey-based studies have demonstrated that audience metrics are being incorpo-

rated into journalistic practice, hardly any research has tried to quantify what impact they have, if

any (Lee, Lewis, & Powers, 2012, p. 2); part of a broader tendency in online journalism studies

to focus on the study of sites rather than individual stories (Karlsson & Strömbäck, 2010, pp. 2–3).

This article seeks to remedy this deficit somewhat, by presenting a systematic, large-scale study

of the impact of user behavior on the news media, with a focus on political articles. Exploiting the

comparative ease with which online data can be collected, we examine the news cycles of five major

UK news outlets across a period of 6 weeks. We capture the front page of each one of these websites

every 15 min throughout this period, giving us a fine-grained snapshot of how these news portals are

evolving over time. On the basis of these data, we seek to explore the extent of audience participa-

tion in the political news cycle, looking at the extent to which readership statistics (measured

through the proxy of the ‘‘most read’’ sections of our sites) have an influence on the short-run like-

lihood of an article being removed from the front page.

The rest of the article is structured in the following way. We begin by presenting in more detail

the importance of readership metrics for online news outlets, focusing on worries about the creation

of a new online populism and reviewing existing research on the subject. We move on to describing

the characteristics of our data set, showing how the different outlets under study have quite diverse

publishing styles that are not easily reconciled with the traditional quality–tabloid division. Finally,

we assess the impact of readership statistics on editorial decisions, arguing that strong viewing fig-

ures have the potential to reduce the short-term likelihood of an article being removed from the front

page by 20–30%. This effect was common across political and entertainment news and surprisingly

much stronger in our ‘‘quality’’ publications that their tabloid counterparts.

Online News: Rise of the ‘‘Audience Agenda’’?

The audience has always had an ambiguous role in the news production process (Loosen & Schmidt,

2012). Although in theory one might expect journalists to be attentive to the needs of their listeners

and viewers, research on the subject has tended to come to the opposite conclusion, characterizing

journalism as a profession with a ‘‘deliberate . . . ignorance of audience wants’’ (Anderson, 2011b,

p. 553). While a variety of organizational and technical barriers made knowledge of the audience

difficult in the off-line era, this rejection of audience desires was (and still is) often portrayed as

an important journalistic virtue, part of a more general set of news values that guide journalists and
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editors in their decisions about what constitutes news (Harcup & O’Neill, 2001). Journalism has

sometimes been conceptualized as a type of public service (see Deuze, 2005a, p. 447–448): and part

of this service involves providing information that is judged to have political relevance and impor-

tance, not just what audiences want to hear or find entertaining (MacGregor, 2007, p. 283).

The development of online journalism has prompted the revisiting of some of these previously

settled conclusions about the role of the audience in news production (Anderson, 2011a; Bruns,

2008; Loosen & Schmidt, 2012; Napoli, 2010; Shoemaker & Vos, 2009). Initially, much of this

research was oriented toward the possibility of active audience participation in researching, editing,

and commenting on news stories, under various banners such as ‘‘user-generated content,’’ ‘‘citizen

journalism,’’ and ‘‘interactivity’’ (see Chung, 2007; Domingo, 2008; Oblak, 2005). However, more

recently attention has been turning to what Anderson characterizes as the potential influence of the

‘‘quantified’’ audience (2011a). The online era has brought with it a wealth of new information about

what readers of individual sites find important, allowing precise measurement of how many people

visit a site, how often they come, what they choose to read when they arrive and how long they spend

reading it (Deuze, 2003, p. 218; Domingo, 2008, p. 692; MacGregor, 2007; Shoemaker & Vos, 2009,

p. 7). Furthermore, these statistics are frequently provided directly to writers or displayed promi-

nently in the newsroom itself (Anderson, 2011b; MacGregor, 2007). As online news consumption

itself has grown in importance (Newman, Dutton, & Blank, 2012, p. 9), the potential impact of these

metrics is increasingly developing.

The rise of audience metrics has created concern both within the journalistic profession and

within academia, as part of a broader set of concerns about the way journalism is changing online

(see e.g., Brossard & Scheufele, 2013; Cohen, 2002). In particular, the idea that news outlets will

start to increasingly focus on stories that are likely to garner traffic, rather than those that are

inherently newsworthy, has been regarded as potentially problematic. As Shoemaker and Vos

(2009, p. 7) argue, ‘‘hard data about what readers want to read butts up against the social respon-

sibility canon to give readers what they need to read.’’ The incentives to follow the audience in this

way are obvious: online business models rely on increasing traffic to a particular website, in the

hope of either directing it to advertising websites or convincing it to pay for certain types of con-

tent. At a time when the business model of media outlets as a whole is under great strain, and many

formerly profitable outlets are facing difficulty or closure, the impetus to ‘‘follow’’ traffic may be

considerable.

The consequences of such a shift for the broader agenda setting function of the news media could

be significant: more prolific readers of news sites would play a disproportionate role in helping to

select content; early readers of articles might have the ability to select out news which then never

comes to the attention of viewers who read later in the day; and particular social classes or groupings

who read news online less frequently might find their issues being subtly shifted down the agenda.

Perhaps most importantly, the news as a whole could start to shift toward a more populist, ‘‘soft

news’’ style of publishing, where entertainment is prioritized over information.

This article seeks to assess the extent to which audience metrics influence editorial decisions in

online news media. In particular, we focus on a new type of gatekeeping decision online editors have

to take: the choice of when to remove an article from the front page by removing any link to it (or

rather by replacing this link with one to a different article). While print editors had to decide what

news to include in their paper, their online counterparts must also decide how long this news remains

on the front page of their site (Karlsson & Strömbäck, 2010). Online articles themselves are rarely

deleted, as the marginal cost of keeping content live is essentially negligible, and as even very old

articles may occasionally attract search engine traffic or otherwise add value to the site (see Deszö

et al. 2006), pieces of news typically remain accessible through their web link indefinitely after their

initial creation. However the existence of a link from the front page of the website, we assume, has

major consequences both for article visibility and hence subsequent readership.
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Our research question is simple: Do readership statistics influence editorial decisions to keep arti-

cles on the front page? The extent to which such an influence exists has attracted little empirical

research so far. A variety of ethnographic studies have demonstrated that audience metrics are being

captured in online newsrooms (e.g., Anderson, 2011b; MacGregor, 2007; Usher, 2013); many of

these have also described anecdotal evidence for the importance of poor traffic statistics for the

removal of individual articles or better than expected traffic as a reason for prolonging an article’s

life (see e.g., Anderson, 2011b, p. 559; MacGregor, 2007, p. 287). In interview, by contrast, many

editors have emphasized that popularity measured in terms of readership is not a major determining

factor (MacGregor, 2007, p. 291) and that news values remained a significant concern in terms of

production and placement of news articles (Dick, 2011). Overall the impression given by journalists

is one of a balance between accepting new technology while protecting existing news values; a

response similar to those encountered by those researching more active forms of audience partici-

pation (see e.g., Nielsen, 2013; Thurman, 2008).

As Lee, Lewis, and Powers (2012, p. 8) argue, however, ethnographic research into the impact of

audience metrics on news production is methodologically problematic, for several reasons. Editors

may misremember the impact of readership statistics on their precise decision-making process, and

they may also feel a need to underemphasize what is regarded by many as an essentially negative

habit of placing popularity over importance in the news. Furthermore, even if ethnographic research

can point to the potential importance of readership, it cannot specifically quantify this impact. For

this reason, it is vital that these ethnographies are complemented by larger scale studies that measure

actual journalistic practice.

Existing quantitative work on the subject is very limited. In one of the only studies of its kind, Lee

et al. (2012) explore the extent to which audience metrics, measured through the most read sections

of online websites, exert an effect on article positioning on the front page. Counter intuitively, they

find that being part of the most read list actually had a negative impact on article positioning, which

they attribute speculatively to an active resistance on the part of editors to audience influence, com-

bined with more general dynamics of how older stories are anyway shuffled down the front page.

Obviously, all news has a shelf life, and removal of old articles to make way for new ones is a basic

element of the news cycle: hence the amount of time an article remains on the front page ought to

have a significant positive influence on its likelihood of being removed. However, within this basic

limitation, online editors have a degree of flexibility in deciding whether to prolong an article’s life

or not. Despite its usefulness, a limitation of Lee et al.’s work is that they are not able to distinguish

between the general decay of articles and how readership statistics may influence this decay, some-

thing that we seek to improve on in this study.

In addition to assessing the general impact of readership statistics, we also seek to assess whether

this effect differs between different types of news. Existing research into the broader area of what is

sometimes called ‘‘participatory journalism’’ has suggested that online editors have been more will-

ing to allow audience participation (through, e.g., the submission of comments or event contribution

of content) in areas of soft news such as entertainment, arts, sports, and so on (Jönsson & Örnebring,

2011; Örnebring, 2008). Boczkowski and colleagues have published a series of research articles

looking at the interactions between online audiences and journalists in the selection of news, finding

a gap between the harder news choices of journalists and softer ones of readers (Boczkowski, Mitch-

elstein, & Walter, 2011; Boczkowski & Peer, 2011), subject differences between consumers’ rela-

tive clicking, e-mailing, and commenting frequencies (Boczkowski & Mitchelstein, 2012), and that

periods of heightened political activity are associated with greater focus on harder news by both

journalists and consumers (Boczkowski & Mitchelstein, 2010; Boczkowski & Mitchelstein,

2012). This article builds on this work by focusing on the visible lifetime of articles rather than their

selection for publication and by working at a larger scale, with more continuous and more automated

methods used to collect and classify the content.
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Furthermore, we seek to assess the extent to which readership has differing levels of impact in

different publications, in particular whether there is a ‘‘quality’’–‘‘tabloid’’ split (though this split

itself is of course by no means fixed—see Deuze, 2005b). Part of the definition of tabloid style jour-

nalism lies precisely in its increased willingness to follow the demands of its audience: hence we

would expect any audience effect to be stronger in tabloid style publications. More generally, as

Boczkowski (2004) has argued, new technologies take time to be integrated into the working prac-

tices of existing organizations; and the extent and manner of their integration may depend on exist-

ing organizational culture. We would also expect therefore to simply observe differences across the

different papers in our study.

Different Outlets, Different Styles? Exploring the Dynamics of Publishing in Five
UK News Websites

Our data set is generated through the automatic capture of the front pages of five different major UK

news outlets: the BBC, the Daily Telegraph, the Guardian, the Daily Mail, and the Mirror. These

sites were chosen as they are the most popular online news platforms in the United Kingdom (Press

Gazette, 2013) and also because they provide a useful balance between tabloid and quality style

news outlets. We classify the BBC, the Daily Telegraph, and the Guardian as quality, and the Daily

Mail and the Mirror as tabloid. During the period from April 18 to June 3, we took a snapshot of the

front page of each of our news outlets once every 15 min, using the Heritrix web crawler (Internet

Archive, 2013). This 6-week window provided over 20,000 front page captures and gives us a rich

and detailed picture of online publishing activity.

For this study, we recorded each individual hyperlink on each of the front pages at each time

interval. After filtering out links to other websites and links to other sections of the site (such as

‘‘Sports’’ subsections), we assume that every other link in our data set is a link to an individual news

article.
1

As a result of the frequency of our sampling, we are able to say within 15 min when each of

these articles was first linked to from the front page and when this link was eventually removed from

the front page.

As Table 1 shows, the average article in our data set spends only 15 hr on the front page of any

website. This average disguises some variation between sites: a typical Mirror article lasted for only

10 hr, whereas the average Daily Mail article lasts twice that amount. Variations in article duration

appear to correlate closely with the total amount of articles published during our window of obser-

vation (see figure 1), suggesting that the flexibility of online news has produced diverse publishing

styles: some sites emphasizing large front pages with (relatively) low article turnover, while others

have smaller sites with a higher level of drop off.

In our data set, we also draw a distinction between ‘‘political’’ and ‘‘entertainment’’ news, broadly

following analytical categories established by Boczkowski and Peer (2011, p. 872). These categories

Table 1. Distribution and Duration of Articles.

Paper Articles
Political
News

Entertainment
News

Mean Duration
(SD)

Mean Political
Duration

Mean Entertainment
Duration

BBC 6,745 76% 24% 12 (10) 12 12
Daily Mail 14,484 52% 48% 20 (13) 16 24
Guardian 9,380 55% 45% 13 (11) 14 13
Mirror 5,075 40% 60% 10 (10) 11 9
Telegraph 7,296 60% 40% 14 (11) 14 15
Total 42,980 56% 44% 15 (12) 14 17
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were based on the naming schema for web links adopted by the various different websites in question.

For example, a typical article on motor racing on the BBC has a web link: http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/

0/formula1/23085501, specifying clearly that this is an article about sports. We classified stories about

arts, culture, celebrities, fashion, travel, and sports as ‘‘entertainment’’ news (as well as a variety of

other smaller subcategories). Stories about current affairs, society, health, and business were classified

as more ‘‘political’’ news. We took a restrictive stance toward our classification of political articles,

hence sections that may well contain important political information (such as science and technology)

were hence nevertheless classified as entertainment because we estimate that, on balance, they were

more about entertainment than politics. As Delli Carpini and Williams (2001) argue, this type of clas-

sification is in some ways problematic, as entertainment news can have a political quality, just as polit-

ical news can be mostly about entertainment (in this context see also Baum, 2003). Nevertheless we

also believe it broadly captures an important distinction.

Two outlets in our study publish appreciably more political news (the BBC and the Telegraph),

while the Mirror is more focused on entertainment. Both the Daily Mail and the Guardian have an

almost 50–50 split; perhaps slightly surprising considering the Guardian’s reputation as a quality

newspaper in comparison to the Mail’s more tabloid branding. The mean durations of these two

types of news remain close to the overall mean, with the exception of the Daily Mail, whose enter-

tainment articles remain on-site significantly longer than its political news. Our initial expectation

was that, as soft news is frequently perceived to be less time sensitive, soft news pieces would likely

remain longer on each news page (Boczkowski, 2009); but the Mail is the only site to lend support to

this expectation.

The main independent variable in this study is the ‘‘popularity’’ of a given article, in terms of the

number of people who read it. Quantitative research on this subject has been facilitated by the wide-

spread appearance of most read columns on newspaper front pages, listing the most popular newspaper

articles on the site at the time. As well as being of interest to researchers in their own right (Knobloch-

Westerwick, Sharma, Hansen, & Alter, 2005), these areas also offer the enticing prospect of being able

to measure what a newspaper’s readership finds important on a given day and have been used in a

number of studies to gauge overall audience interest (see e.g., Boczkowski & Peer, 2011; Lee

et al., 2012; Shoemaker, Johnson, Seo, & Wang, 2010).

Figure 1. Average duration of an article compared to total number published in the observation window.
Regression line with 95% confidence intervals. Correlation coefficient ¼ .96, p ¼ .01.
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Within our data set, 12% of the articles extracted are featured at some point on the most read list

(as shown in Table 2). This number is reasonably consistent across the sites apart from at the Guard-

ian, where only 9% of articles make it on to the list, and the BBC, where fully 18% of articles appear

at some point. The lower position of the Guardian is likely explained by the fact that its most read list

has only 5 entries, whereas most other sites have 10 (and the Daily Mail has a list of variable quantity

but typically around 20).

Also of interest is the amount of time it takes for news articles to appear on the most read list.

While as Deszö et al. (2006) demonstrate, articles typically attract most of their traffic soon after

they are posted, articles also need some time to attract enough traffic to make it onto the top list.

In our data set, the median time to achieving most read status was 2 hr. This median is dragged down

somewhat by the BBC, whose articles typically appear on the most read list only 15 min after pub-

lication (if they are to appear at all). This contrasts with the Mirror, whereby articles took an average

of 4 hr to read the most read list.

These data are important for framing this (and future) studies that employ most read lists. As the

average article stays on the front page for 15 hr but the average time to arrival on the most read list is

only 2 hr, articles generally have a long enough life to make the most read column while they are

also live on the front page, if they are sufficiently popular. This means that most read lists do provide

a reasonably accurate picture of what is currently popular on the site, rather than what was popular

over the last few days.

Measuring the Impact of the Audience Agenda

Table 2 also presents the mean durations of articles categorized by whether they did or did not

appear on the most read lists at any point during our window of observation. These means provide

initial support for the hypothesis that editors are influenced by the decisions of their audience, with

the average most read article lasting 3 hr longer than all other articles. This difference is consistent

across all papers with the (surprising) exception of the Daily Mail, a point we will return to in the

discussion. What the data in Table 2 do not do, of course, is establish the direction of any effect

between readership and editorial decisions: it could well be that editors are leaving well-read articles

up longer, or it could equally be that articles which are left up longer have more of a chance of

becoming most read (though the median times to most read status presented above suggest that the

difference between 15 and 18 hr is unlikely to be decisive in achieving a high readership). In this

section, we aim to test more specifically the hypothesis that readership has an influence on editorial

decisions about when to remove an article from the front page.

We do this by employing a methodology drawn from event history analysis: the Cox Proportional

Hazards model (see Box-Steffensmeier & Jones, 2004). Event history analysis is a useful technique

because it allows assessment of the precise characteristic we are interested in (chance of an article’s

Table 2. Appearance of Articles in the Most Read Slot.

Paper Articles
Most Read

Slots
Most
Read

% Most
Read

Median Time to
Most Read, hr

Mean Duration
(most read articles)

Mean Duration
(all other articles)

BBC 6,745 10 1,222 18% 0.25 18 11
Daily Mail 14,484 Up to 20 1,593 11% 2.3 17 20
Guardian 9,380 5 805 9% 2.8 18 13
Mirror 5,075 10 593 12% 4 14 9
Telegraph 7,296 10 711 10% 2.5 20 14
Total 42,980 4,924 12% 2 18 15
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‘‘survival’’) in a way that takes into account how different variables can change value during the

course of measurement (in our case, how articles both appear and disappear from the most read list).

The Cox model also permits us to frame our research question as follows: what impact does an arti-

cle’s appearance on the most read list at time T have on its chance of survival to time T þ 1? This

allows us to deal with the problems of causal ordering outlined above (whereby longer lived articles

may be more likely to become most read). As we measure our data at 15-min intervals, in practice we

estimate the impact on an article’s chance of survival for a further 15 min.

Table 3 presents results from five separate Cox models exploring the three elements of our

research question. Each of these models takes a ‘‘time-varying’’ approach to the analysis, hence the

data set is separated out into ‘‘article-period’’ observations, whereby each entry is a 15-min period in

a given article’s life (hence the overall N is much larger than the figures reported in Tables 1 and 2).

Each entry also records whether the article was most read in the previous 15 min (taking into account

the time lagged nature of our effect), and whether the article was removed from the front page at

some point during those 15 min (for further information see Mills, 2011).

Model 1 explores the overall impact of our most read variable on all the articles in the data set,

with fixed effects for ‘‘entertainment’’ style news and four of our five websites (with the BBC as the

reference category). This model provides further support for our hypothesis. The coefficients

reported here can be interpreted in terms of a percentage effect on the underlying hazard rate. Hence,

a coefficient of .74 for most read articles means that the risk of such an article being removed in the

next 15 min is 26% lower than the risk for an article not on such a list. The confidence intervals for

the effect mean that we can be 95% confident of a coefficient somewhere between .71 and .77 (in

other words, of a risk lowered by between 23% and 29%). The other coefficients reported in Model 1

are control variables and reflect the differences already outlined in Tables 1 and 2.

Models 2 to 5 represent re-estimations of Model 1 based on different subsets of our data set. As

outlined above, we expected the effect of most read to be different for different types of news and

different types of newspaper. With these models, we assess this expectation.

Models 2 and 3 focus on the difference between political and entertainment news. We hypothe-

sized that online editors might be more willing to follow their audiences in the areas of entertain-

ment than they would in ‘‘harder’’ types of political news. We find a small amount of evidence for

this claim, with a slightly lower coefficient for entertainment news than political news. However,

the confidence intervals for the two coefficients also overlap to a large degree (0.62–0.74 for

entertainment news and 0.67– 0.74 for political news), meaning that it is difficult to conclude with

any certainty that there is a real difference between the two categories. More importantly however,

we can conclude that the effect described in Model 1 clearly exists for both political and entertain-

ment news.

Table 3. Modelling the Impact of Audience Metrics on Article Survival.

Model
1—Overall
Impact of
Most Read

Model 2—Political
News

Model
3—Entertainment

News

Model
4—Quality

Papers

Model
5—Tabloid

Papers

Most Read at time T 0.74 (0.02) *** 0.70 (0.03) *** 0.68 (0.05) *** 0.54 (0.03) *** 1.10 (0.03)**
Entertainment 0.89 (0.01) *** 0.91 (0.01) *** 0.79 (0.01) ***
Daily Mail 0.49 (0.01) *** 0.58 (0.02) *** 0.41 (0.03) ***
Guardian 0.64 (0.02) *** 0.61 (0.02) *** 0.66 (0.03) ***
Mirror 1.32 (0.02) *** 1.06 (0.02)* 1.57 (0.03) ***
Telegraph 0.70 (0.02) *** 0.68 (0.02) *** 0.72 (0.03) ***
N 2,429,940 1,247,210 1,182,730 1,147,878 1,282,062

*** 0.001
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Models 4 and 5 focus on the difference between quality and tabloid papers. Here a clear difference

does emerge. Contrary to expectations, the audience ‘‘effect’’ is clearest in the quality papers. In tabloid

papers, most read status actually has a negative effect (consistent with the results reported by Lee et al.,

2012), though the confidence interval comes very close to overlapping with 1 (which would be the equiv-

alent of no effect), and the significance of this effect is much lower than the other results reported here.

Hence, we would be wary of arguing that tabloid editors actively reject the wishes of their audience;

however, we can conclude with confidence that these editors are no more likely to follow their audience

than the typical quality editor is and in fact if anything are less likely to.

Conclusions

The political agenda has always been shaped in an important way by what the news media decide to

report. In the online environment, however, news editors must decide not only what to distribute but

how long it should remain prominent for. In the end, the decision about when to de-link the news

may be just as significant as the decision about whether to publish it: as the amount of time an article

is exposed for could be as important as the mere fact of its exposure.

One of the most important changes that online publishing has brought is large amounts of infor-

mation provided to journalists and editors about the nature of their audience. With this information,

professionals in the journalism business can start to construct a detailed idea of what is ‘‘popular.’’

The appearance of such statistics, combined with increasing pressures on editorial business models,

has created worries about the potential for ‘‘populism’’ online: that editorial judgment would be

overridden by traffic statistics.

This article is one of the first to systematically seek to both assess and quantify this effect. On the

basis of the evidence presented here, we can be fairly confident in concluding that high-traffic arti-

cles, measured through the proxy of the ‘‘most read’’ list, do in fact spend longer in the spotlight than

ones that attract less readership. On the basis of a time-lagged model, and the examination of the

typical time required to become most read, we can also conclude that this correlation is not solely

because longer lasting articles are more likely to become most read. Furthermore, the effect appears

roughly consistent between both political and entertainment style articles, meaning that this relation-

ship is not limited just to soft types of news. Hence, audience readership does have a measurable

impact on the life span of political news.

We do however find evidence that this effect is different in different outlets. In our descriptive

section, we outline diverse publishing ‘‘styles,’’ some based on a high turnover of a small amount

of articles and others a low turnover of a high amount. We also find diverse styles of editorial–read-

ership relationship, with tabloid editors surprisingly less likely to follow their audiences than their

quality counterparts. We do not have a clear explanation for this difference, though we could spec-

ulate that, as tabloid publications are already more tuned in to the wishes of their audience, the

appearance of readership statistics makes less practical difference to the overall product. However,

it may also simply be the case that the online environment is slowly producing new journalistic prac-

tices for which the tabloid–quality distinction will be of less use.

We can conclude therefore that the audience is no longer the ignored quantity it was in off-line

journalism: it has a clear impact on journalistic practice. The question that remains however is

whether the extent to which editors follow their audience constitutes evidence of a new ‘‘populism’’

in journalism; or whether it represents (as editors themselves argued above) the striking of a balance

between audience needs and news values. Although this difference will always be a subjective one,

our tendency is toward the latter: being most read offers an improvement in an article’s short-run

chance of survival, but it is by no means the only decisive factor, while non most read article still

get a significant amount of ‘‘time in the sun.’’ However, while online journalism is now in its third

decade of existence, it is unlikely that the practice of journalism has reached a new equilibrium. The
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influence of new technology will continue to filter into newsrooms; just as the technology itself con-

tinues to evolve rapidly. It is conceivable therefore that what we are witnessing here is the beginning

of a new populism in journalism—though only further research will be able to establish this

conclusively.
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